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Economy T-shirt Bags
High density, colored T-Shirt bags are
an economical option for any retail
environment. 1000 per box. Measures
- 10" x 6" x 21". High density bags are
slightly transparent. Available in:
FIX-BAGS/640505 - Dark Blue
FIX-BAGS/640510 - Red
FIX-BAGS/640515 - Magenta
FIX-BAGS/640520 - Orange

T-shirt Bags

Environmental Bags
For the environmentally conscious
retailer. Why not offer your customers the option of a sturdy, reusable,
non woven shopper. Black. Measures 11"w x 17"h x 8"d
FIX-BAGS/702900

High density, white plastic T-Shirt style bags in a
wide assortment of sizes to choose from.
Sizes include:
FIX-BAGS/640405 - XS - 8"x4"x14" - 2000/box
FIX-BAGS/640407 - S - 9"x5"x17" - 2000/box
FIX-BAGS/640400 - M - 11"x6"x21"-1000/box medium size is a low density, high quality poly bag
FIX-BAGS/640415 - L - 15"x10"x28" - 500/box large size is a low density, high quality poly bag

Priced Right Boutique Bags
The same great quality of our regular plastic boutique bags - at an economy price! Sizes include:
FIX-BAGS/670520 - Petite - 9"x11-1/2"x2" 1000/box
FIX-BAGS/670555 - Small - 12"x16"x3" - 1000/
box
FIX-BAGS/670590 - Medium - 16"x18"x2" 1000/box

Kraft Shopping Bags
The natural choice! Kraft paper shopping bags with kraft twisted handles.
Printing is available on these items. Sizes include:
FIX-PPR/667403 - Prime - 5-1/4"x3-1/2"x8-1/2"
FIX-PPR/667405 - Petite - 8"x4-3/4"x10"
FIX-PPR/667407 - Vanity - 10"x5"x13"
FIX-PPR/667412 - Celebrity - 12-5/8"x6-1/4"x15-1/2"
FIX-PPR/667410 - Fashion - 16"x6"x12"
FIX-PPR/667411 - Squire - 16"x6"x15" NEW!
FIX-PPR/667415 - Saville - 16"x6"x19"
FIX-PPR/667417 - Universal - 18"x7"x19"
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Patterned Cellophane Paper
Clear and patterned cellophane rolls for making a gift basket for any occasion from Christmas to Mother's Day
and everything in between. Our cellophane rolls are of the highest quality and won't rip or tear, but be sure to use
the sharpest scissors you have or a cellophane cutter to ensure a nice even cut.

Coloured Tissue Paper

Ribbons
Throughout life, ribbons have been associated with special moments. Flowing bridal sheers inside bridal bouquets,
wired wide ribbons accenting the beauty of wreaths and garlands. We have a huge selection of these ribbons to make
those moments most memorable including curling ribbon, wired ribbon, sheer ribbon, special purchase ribbon, non-
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HAND HELD CARTON SEALING TAPE

Utility Grade
-Industrial-strength for most packaging needs
-High quality tape offers excellent adhesion
Premium Grade
-Tougher film and extra adhesive power for
demanding packaging applications
-Adheres readily to corrugated cartons
-Resists tearing and bursting
High-Adhesion Grade
-The "tough grip" tape
-Adheres well in dusty environments and cold
temperatures
-Sticks to almost anything including recycled
corrugated and wax fibreboard
48mm x 66M 48/Case
72mm x 66M 32/Case
48mm x 100M 36/Case

MASKING TAPE
Ideal for bundling, splicing, masking
and labelling. Available in several
grades, from economy grade to premium grade including Auto Masking
tae in a variety of sizes. Available on 3”
core.
6mm x 55M (1/4” x 60 yd.) 144/Case
9mm x 55M (3/8” x 60 yd.) 96/Case
12mm x 55M (1/2” x 60 yd.) 72/Case
24mm x 55M (1” x 60 yd.)
36/Case

DUCT TAPE
Poly-coated cloth backing
A very aggressive adhesive that
bonds to almost any surface
Good conformability and is water
resistant and tear resistant

FILAMENT TAPE
OSHA SAFETY COLOR CODES
Caution - Yellow/Black or Yellow Physical hazards, poles, stairs and
corners.
Danger - Red/White or Red - Fire
protection equipment and obstructions.
Boundaries - White/Black, Orange,
White, Purple - Housekeeping and
traffic markings.
Safety - White/Green, Green,
Blue - Safety and First Aid equipment.
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Filament tape is used for bundling multiple items together into a single package,
heavy-duty case sealing. The glass filaments used to reinforce the tape give it
exceptional break strength qualities, and
helps it resist abrasion.
9mm
12mm
18mm
24mm
36mm
48mm

x
x
x
x
x
x

55M (3/8” x 60 yd.)
55M (1/2” x 60 yd.)
55M (3/4” x 60 yd.)
55M (1” x 60 yd.)
55M (1.5” x 60 yd.)
55M (2” x 60 yd.)

96/Case
72/Case
48/Case
36/Case
24/Case
24/Case
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CUSTOM PRINTED TAPE
Custom printed tape can replace costly printed cartons,
reduce pilfering and tampering,
and turn your cartons into
highly visual promotional tools.
We can print your company
logo, promotional message or
handling instructions on carton
sealing tape in a variety of
stock tape colors and inks.

PAPER TAPE
High grade kraft paper reinforced
with strong fibreglass yarns. Wateractivated adhesive bonds to corrugated even in dusty or dirty conditions.Reinforced tape seales boxes
with one piece of tape.

STOCK PRINTED
VINYL TAPE
Available in PVC or
polypropylene film
50mmx66m rolls
Stock messages
shown have red print
on white tape Clear
and tan tape available

TAPE 2” DISPENSER
Durable metal construction with natural rubber roller-Onepiece steel body with adjustable brake and flip-up blade
protector For 2"W tape with 3" cores

PAPER TAPE DISPENSER
Manual lever dispenses tape up to 30" long. Heavy-duty steel frame with minimal moving parts. Trouble free - Easy to clean.

Strapping Tape Dispenser
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3” Deluxe Multi-Roll Tape
Dispenser
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HAND SAVER DISPENSER
Saves your hands when a dispenser is not available
Use with any 3" core stretch
wrap.

STRETCH WRAP
13” 65 GA X 1500’
14” 90 GA. X 1000’
18” 80 GA. X 1000’

GOODWRAPPERS MINI WRAP
Patented dispenser provides a hand
"brake" for instant tension control.
High quality cast film.
Free Dispenser with each case
3” 80 GA. X 1000’
18/CASE
5” 90 GA. X 1000’
12/CASE

4/CASE
4/CASE
4/CASE

CANADIAN MADE
Mini-base allows greater flexibility
when stretch wrapping pallets.
Tension controlled by rotating base
plate in addition to control knob.
Fits 12", 15", 18", 20" rolls.

STRETCH WRAP MACHINE
Automatic & semi-automatic

MACHINE LENGTH STRETCH FILM
available upon request

Protective Netting
Flexible polyethylene netting slides easily
over odd size objects. Protects against surface nicks and abrasions. Recommended
for machine parts. Close mesh style.
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TENSIONER

TENSIONER

TENSIONER

MIP1300 used on flat surfaces.
Feedwheel tensioners are fast
and easy to use,. A very popular
tool for general use. Used with
open seals.

MIP1800 Push Type Rack
Tensioner used for irregular
shaped packages. Used with
closed seals.

MIP1610 Windlass Push Type
Rack Tensioner used for
irregular shaped packages.
Used with closed seals.

SEALER

STANDARD-DUTY CUTTER

MIP1100 Standard duty Sealer:
Double Notch. High joint efficiency for Standard Duty strapping. .25 to .58 mm thick.
Notches the seal and stapping,

Cuts steel strapping 3/8-1 1/4"
wide x 0.036" thick

MANUAL SEALESS
STRAPPING TOOL
Handy sealless combination tool to strap flat packages (e.g. pallets, bales, crates,
cases, various packages). Permits a very easy and efficient operation and
outperforms other strapping tools by its ruggedness and its high reliability. The
sealless joint reduces the overall strapping costs by approx. 10% through the
elimination of the seals.

STEEL STRAP
STRM12F 1/2" x 0.20
STRM34F 3/4" x 0.20

STEEL STRAP DISPENSER
Positive brake on reel prevents
over-run tangled coils. Basket,
Rubber wheels

STEEL STRAP
DEMO X 300’
STRM12D 1/2” x 0.20
STRM34D 3/4” x 0.20

STRM12O 1/2" wide open seals 2000/box
STRM34O 3/4" wide open seals 2000/box
STRM12P 1/2” wide push seals 2000/box
STRM34P 3/4” wide push seals 2000/box

For use on flat surfaces.
Can be snapped on
overlapping strip ends
before or after tensioning.
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For use on curved
or irregularly
shaped surfaces
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TENSIONER

SEALER

TENSIONER

Heavy Duty Poly Strap
Tensioner. Polypropelene, and Polyester.
1/2” to 3/4” width.

Regular Duty Poly Strap
Sealer. Polypropelene,
and Polyester. 1/2” to
5/8” width.

Regular Duty Poly Strap
Tensioner. Polypropelene, and Polyester.
1/2” to 3/4” width.

POLYPROPYLENE STRAPPING
The most inexpensive of all strapping
materials. Lightweight, easy to apply
and recyclable Available in both manual
and machine grade Manual application
is ideal for low and moderate volume
users. Ideal for light duty palletizing,
unitizing, carton closing and bundling.
Available upon request.

POLY SEALS

PL4 1/2” Poly Buckles 2000/Box
WL4 1/2” Wire Buckles 2000/Box
40 1/2” Open Seal 2000/Box
4C 1/2” Closed Seal 2000/Box

Easy-to-use, self dispensing
portable polypropylene strapping
box will secure skids, boxes and
tubing anywhere in the warehouse.

POLY STRAP DISPENSER
Positive brake on reel prevents
over-run tangled coils. Basket,
Rubber wheels.
Available upon request.

POLY STRAP
STRP12 1/2" x 300# x 3300’

MINI SEMI-AUTOMATIC

These edge protectors spread
strapping tension across a 2"
surface. Protects packages from
surface damage.
Available upon request.

Quick, efficient strapping of packages of
almost any size or shape. Tension
control for use with delicate or solid
packages. Automatically feeds, tension
and heat seals the strap. Energy saving
power-off timer, designed to cut power
automatically from adjustable 1-60
second idle time. Casters included.
Uses machine grade polypropylene
strapping. Available upon delivery
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CORRUGATED CARDBOARD

BUBBLE WRAP

Roll out the single-face corrugated
and wrap up breakables. Protects
glass products, metal parts, china,
etc. from scratches, chips or breaks.
Raised 1/4" fluting provides extra
cushioning and strength. Conforms
to any shape. Flexible and shock
absorbing. 250 Lineal feet per roll.

Economical nylon barrier layer. All sizes available. Price per roll.
Full roll quantities. Can be slit as per requirement. Also ask
about Anti-static Bubble.

Available in 24”, 36”, 48”, 60”, 72”

BBL316BC 3/16” 12” X 175’
Self Dispensing, Perforated every 12”

BBL12 1/2” X 48” x 250’
BBL316 3/16” X 48” X 750’
BBL516 5/16 X 48 X 375’
Other sizes available upon request.

FOAM
Protect delicate items for
shipment and storage with
low cost, shock-absorbing
polyethylene foam. Clean,
non-abrasive, lightweight
and waterproof. Can be
slit upon request.
FOA116 1/16” x 72” x 1250’
FOA132 1/32” x 72” x 2000’
FOA18 1/8” x 72” x 500’
FOA332 3/32” x 72” x 750’
Other sizes available upon
request.

KRAFT PAPER
A low cost, all purpose packaging material.
Wrapping: Cover boxes, books, and parts to
protect against scratches. Cushioning: Use
as an economical void fill shipping.
Available in 40lb and 50 lb weights.

Sizes: 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 48”, 60”

PEANUTS
A modern clean packaging material made of super resilient, low
density particles of foam plastic.
Excellent for cushioning and
dunnage. Ideal for high volume
void filling.
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NEWSPRINT
A clean low-cost alternative for void
fill, wrapping lightweight items or
using as interleaving. Newsprint
sheets are bundled in 25 lb. rolls.
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TISSUE PAPER

POLY SHEETING

Soft and manageable.
Crumples easily for
packing in small
cartons and mailers.
Cushions breakables,
glassware and china.
Keeps items clean.
Low cost void fill, wrap
and interleave. Colored.
500 sheets/bundle.
FIX-PPR/2436 20” x 30”

Economical protection from dirt,
dust and moisture. Covers
warehouse equipment,
machinery, construction
materials and skids. The bigger
sizes of sheeting are ideal for
covering of lumber, walls or
scaffolding. A great replacement
for expensive drop cloths. Clear.
Available in variety of sizes and 4
thickness. Please call for price
and availability.

POLY TUBING
Need special size bags for odd-shaped or
extra-large products. Just cut the length
you need, insert your product and seal the
ends for a custom fit every time. Poly
tubing available in 3" width to 24" width,
2 and 4 mil gauges. Call for availability &
pricing.

IMPULSE HEAT SEALERS
Used for sealing PE, PP and PVC bags for shops,
mills, stores and industry. Compact design, easy
to operate, light weight, space saving. UL® and
CE approved. Each unit comes with a
replacement heat element and Teflon® cloth.
Call for availability and sizes.

PEANUT DISPENSER
Release the right amount of peanuts every time you fill a carton. Squeeze the
spring-loaded scissor valve to control flow of peanuts. Mounts to warehouse
ceiling. Includes 13 ft. rope and 2 pulleys for height adjustment and refills.
Heavy-duty, rot-proof canvas bag with reinforced flexible tubing. Additional
flexible hose available in 12" increments.

PAPER DISPENSER/CUTTER
Cut industrial rolls of paper smoothly and cleanly.
Versatile horizontal cutter can be used standing,
mounted on walls or hanging under workspaces.

SHRINK WRAP
No assembly required Unit ready when you are - no
warm-up or cool down time - immediate operation In
just a few seconds you can have neat, transparent
package completed. Cost per package is only pennies
each. Rewraps opened or damaged packages identical
to original factory wrap. Portable unit can easily be
carried and set up at different locations when
necessary. Packages multiple items together regardless
of shape or size. Maintenance free construction.
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Gusseted Poly
Bags
3 lb 2 lb 3 lb 4 lb 5 lb 6 lb 7 lb -

5
4
5
5
5
5
6

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1.5 x 8
2 x 10
2 x 11.5
3 x 12
3 x 14
3 x 15
3 x 15

Flat Poly Bags
1 lb - 2 x 2"
1 lb - 2 x 3"
2 lb - 2 x 4"
2 lb -2 x 5"
2 lb - 3 x 3"
2 lb - 3 x 4"
2 lb - 3 x 5"
2 lb - 4 x 4"
3 lb - 4 x 5"
3 lb - 4 x 6"

8 lb - 7 x 3 x 16
9lb - 7 x 3 x 18
10 lb - 7 x 3 x 20
11 lb - 8 x 4 x 18
12 lb - 8 x 4 x 20
15 lb - 10 x 5 x 20
21 lb - 12 x 6 x 26

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2
3
4
5
4
6
8

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

-

5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

5"
6"
7"
8"
9”
6"
7"
8"
9"
10"

Ziplock Bags with
Writing Block
2
2
3
3
4
4
5

Ziplock Bags
2
2
3
3
4
4
5

3
4
4
5
6
5
7
7
8
8

6x6
6x8
6x9
8x8
8 x 10
9 x 12
12 x 15

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2
3
4
5
4
6
8

6x6
6x8
6x9
8x8
8 x 10
9 x 12
12 x 15

Black bags available

PARTS BAGS
Durable 2.5mil open top poly parts bags. Excellent for storing, packing,
shipping and displaying parts. Strong polyethylene material holds heavy
contents without tears or rips. White write-on block accepts marker, pen
or grease pencil. Allows fast easy visual identification. Keeps moisture,
dust and dirt away from products. Seal tightly with bag sealer, ties, tape
or heat sealer . 1000/Case
Sizes Available:

6” x 9”

9” x 12”

10” x 15”

PAPER BAGS
Provides economical packaging needs. Ideal for hardware or industrial use. Available in heavy duty
hardware bags or light use bags. Both are made of brown kraft paper.
Hardware Bags 250/bdle Sizes: 3, 5, 10, 12, 16/20
Light Duty Bags 500/bdle
Sizes: 1/2, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20
SIZES
#1/2 - 3 x 1 7/8 x 5 7/8"
#1 - 3 1/2 x 2 3/8 x 6 7/8"
#2 - 4 5/16 x 2 7/16 x 7 7/8"
#3 - 4 3/4 x 2 15/16 x 8 9/16"
#4 - 5 x 3 1/4 x 9 3/4"

#6 - 6 x 3 5/8 x 11"
#8 - 6 1/8 x 4 x 12 3/8"
#10 - 6 5/16 x 4 1/8 x 13 3/8"
#12 - 7 1/8 x 4 1/2 x 13 3/4"
#16 - 7 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 16"

#5 - 5 1/4 x 3 7/16 x 10 15/16"

#20 - 8 1/4 x 5 5/16 x 16 1/8"
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Fully laminated Kraft and air cellular construction, 3/16 inch barrier
layer of bubble wrap, Satin gold Kraft exterior. Provides maximum air
retention and cushioning power. Lightweight for postal savings. Seamless bottom adds additional cushioning protection an overall strength.
High-slip air cap cushioning material allows faster, easier product insertion. Self-seal closure saves labour and eliminates the need for staples
and tape. Forms a water-resistant secure package.
Call for availability and sizes.

EASY FOLD MAILERS
Protect and ship multiple catalogs, books and other printed materials.
Adjustable - Scored at variable depths. 200 lb. test, B-flute. Meets Mil
Spec PPP-B-636. Minimum order 100.
Call for availability and sizes.

POLY WOVEN BAGS
A material made by weaving polypropylene tapes in two directions to form lightweight breathable
fabric suitable for packaging heavy parts and supplies or use as sand-filled flood barriers. Woven material resists punctures and tears. Maximum UVI protection – lasts approximately 1,600 hours in the
sun. Dense, tight weave holds almost any dry substance. Custom sizing and printing can be arranged

by contacting us with sizes required. We also have the ability to help you advertise with custom
printing. We have a wide variety of sizes available for printing. Custom sizes can also be manufactured to your specifications (lead times apply).
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STOCK BOXES
There's no need to put shipments on hold while you wait for
custom carton orders, or stock more cartons than you need.
These 125 to 200 lbs. test cartons withstand rough handling
during shipment. Shipped flat. .
8x6x4
6x6x6
8x8x8
9x9x9
1/2 (2 Cube)
10 x 8 x 6
10 x 10 x 10

16
18
14
18

x
x
x
x

12
12
14
15

x 10
x 12
x 14
1/2 x 12

18 x 18 x 21 (4 Cube)
24 x 12 x 12

12 x 9 x 6
12 x 10 x 8
18 x 12 x 6

24 x 24 x 24 (8 Cube)
18 x 18 x 30 China
12 1/2 x 12 1/2 x 12 1/2

Different styles and sizes of boxes are available as stock items all year round. These include some of the most
common die cut boxes such as ballot boxes and brochure holders. We also offer many different sizes of regular
slotted cartons for the convenience of our customers. Make sure to check this page before ordering your
next box, stock sizes tend to save you a lot of money when compared to a custom order.

BIN BOXES
Durable corrugated kraft fiberboard . Economical space-saving small parts
storage . Ideal for storing hardware, parts and electronic components. Bin
dividers are available. Boxes fold and lock - no staples or tape needed to
assemble. Fit standard 12" and 18" shelving. All boxes are 4 1/2" high.

BOX STAPLER
Economical regular-duty manual box top closing stapler . The new c.561 is balanced
and light, improves performance. 2lbs lighter than old style JK561 stapler. Can be
used with 5/8" or 3/4" staples, no need for 2 different staplers. 5 position knob adjustable clinching depth for quick easy changes. For use on light volume packaging
lines or in warehouse. Ideal for application where the stapler must be taken to the
work. All mechanical parts made of metal, housing of composite plastic . Penetrates
and clinches single or double wall corrugated. Penetrating clinchers are adjustable
Magazine Capacity: 150 , Weight: 3.5 lbs , Uses: JK561 series 5/8" or 3/4" staples

KNIVES
Warehouse cutting knives.
Olfa and Utility Grade available. Call for pricing and
styles.

POLY TWINE
Waterproof lightweight polypropylene tying twine. General purpose use in construction,
industrial and packaging applications. Lasts longer than other twines and ropes.Resistant to
chemicals, oils and grease. Very high resistance to rot and mildew. White and blue spiraled
filaments won't fray. Self-dipensing 10 lb carton
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Tough and durable 10pt manilla tag stock . Ideally suited
for shipping, product identification, quality control etc.
Withstands repeated handling. Fibre reinforced 1/4" eyelet - clipped corners. Shipped in easy tear gangs of 4. 10
different colors for coding and categorization. Custom
printing and colors are available. Smooth writing surface.
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6

3/4
1/4
3/4
1/4
3/4
1/4
3/4
1/4

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3

3/8"
5/8"
7/8"
1/8"
3/8"
5/8"
7/8"
1/8"

1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case

Heavy duty tear, chemical and moisture resistant Tyvek
material. Designed to be used outdoors - UV resistant .
Ideally suited for shipping, product identification, quality,
Control, etc. Reinforced 1/4" eyelet. Smooth writing surface.
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6

3/4
1/4
3/4
1/4
3/4
1/4
3/4
1/4

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3

3/8"
5/8"
7/8"
1/8"
3/8"
5/8"
7/8"
1/8"

1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case
1000/Case

METAL TAGSStandard metal tags are available in Aluminum, Stainless Steel, and Brass. These metal tags are
the most economical tags we offer and we often provide a
quick turnaround. We can customize any of our metal
tags with your text or logo, or we can provide them
blank if you prefer. Custom engraved or stamped metal
tags can be processed in quantities as small as 100
pieces at very reasonable prices. tags are available in
six sizes (1", 1-3/32", 1-1/4", 1-3/8", 1-1/2", and 2"
diameter. Round metal tags have 1 hole per tag,

TAG WIRES
12”, #26 ga, ties are great for
attaching tags, etc. 1000/Bdle

SECUR-A-TACH
An ideal, light duty,
flexible, tagging device
to replace wire and
string. 1000/Bdle
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PACKING LIST ENVELOPES
These polyethylene envelopes are 100% waterproof and self-adhesive on any surface. Won’t peel off in transit.
Top loading style. Once packing list is inserted in envelope, no dirt or moisture
can penetrate. Inside dimensions: 4 1/2" x 5 1/2", 1000 per case. Wt. 6.4 lbs.

SHIP TO LABELS
Standard Ship To labels are used
for addressing and marking
packages and products for
shipment. They come in a variety
of styles and sizes and can be
custom made with your company’s
name, address and logo.

INTERNATIONAL PICTORAL
LABELS
Communicate hazard information
across language barriers. Use
these internationally recognized
symbols for the safe handling of
your goods. All the labels on this
page are in accordance with ISO
standards. 500 labels per roll.

WARNING LABELS
Ensure proper shipping and handling. Bright red
and white color, Pressure sensitive, Reduce
damage claims.
Standard
500/roll
2” x 5” Red on White
2” x 5” Black on Fluorescent Orange
3” x 4” Red on White

DANGEROUS GOODS LABELS & PLACARDS
Self Adhesive
These pre-printed labels are available for all classes of goods and
conform to Federal Government Specifications.
Placards
A full line of non-worded tag-board placards is available for your dangerous goods transportation requirements. These placards meet all specifications for durability as set by Transport Canada. Placards measure
10.75” x 10.75”
Placard Holders
Heavy duty placard holders meet all standards for quality. Available in Anodized Aluminum or Stainless Steel.
Can be mounted easily with rivets or screws. Holds placards securely in place during transport. 11.5” x 14”
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